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Particle separation and sorting has become an essential step in many fields especially 

in medical field, biology and biochemical analysis. One of the successfully proven 

methods to separate the particles is through labelling process. However, this method 

has its limitations. One of them is that it can damage the physical properties and 

shorten the lifetime of the particles. Meanwhile, chip separation method by surface 

acoustic wave (SAW) device provides an automated and fast response process. In this 

separation process, standing surface acoustic waves (SSAW) induced by annular 

interdigitated transducer (AIDT) on piezoelectric substrate provides several 

distributions of pressure nodes and anti-pressure nodes in microfluidic medium. The 

operation frequency for AIDT is at 30.6 MHz while the RF power supply is at 20 dBM. 

This present study used this phenomenon to study the effects of SSAW in 

manipulating and separating polystyrene particles in a confined area. The separation 

efficiency of SAW device was analysed from various experiments conducted. A 

mixture of two polystyrene particles with different size suspended in deionised water 

was used in each experiment. The suspended particles in the liquid medium 

experienced acoustic radiation force within the generated SSAW. The particles with 

positive acoustic contras factor will move toward pressure nodes, whereas those 

with negative acoustic contras factor will move toward anti pressure nodes. Based on 

the efficiency of the separation process, it was shown that two polystyrene particles 

with different diameter (1 µm and 9.9 µm) have the highest separation efficiency. 

Thus, it can be concluded that contactless aggregation method is suitable for 

microfluidic applications especially in coculture cell biology, which does not affect 

the physical condition of cells. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Particles separation has become one of the most important processes in various fields such as 

biological research, biochemical analysis, disease diagnostics and clinical practice. Recently, there 

are various techniques that can be used to separate the particles such as flourescene-activated cell 

sorting (FACS) [1], magnetic-activated cell sorting (MACS) [2], dielectrophoresis [3] and acoustic 
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wave technique [4]. FACS is the first technology that has been commercialised with the ability to 

separate the particles. It is one of the advanced technologies that are robust and automated. 

Besides, FACS has the advantages of being operated in the separation process with speed of up to 

50,000 cells per second [5]. However, FACS technique requires expertise in handling the 

equipments during the process due to the advanced technologies used. Moreover, MACS technique 

that used the process of labelling an external magnetic field towards the cells is also capable to 

isolate proteins and DNA. Although this technique has gained attention in microfluidics field, it has 

its own disadvantages including the ability to damage the physical properties of cells. In 

dielectrophoresis technique, the separation, transportation, trapping and sorting of various 

biological particles has been successfully demonstrated by varying the applied electric field 

frequency [6]. Too long exposure on electric field would induce serious joule heating effect as it will 

shorten the life time of particles [7] which requires integration of heat sinks mechanism [8] during 

the separation process. 

Among these techniques, acoustic wave technology offers a great advantage due to its label-

free nature procedure. Recent developments on microparticles manipulation in microfluidics using 

surface acoustic wave (SAW) have advanced in various ways since they use the physical properties 

of microparticles such as size, density and deformability for further improvement [9]. In biomedical 

field, the use of acoustic wave technique has been developed to separate cancer cells from red 

blood cells using clinical samples obtained from cancer patients [10]. The isolation of the real 

biological particles between white blood cells and red blood cells using acoustic wave technique has 

been also developed [11]. An abnormal white blood cell concentration in the human body can give 

serious side effect to health. In biochemical field, the separation process developed by [12] is very 

useful in detecting waterborne pathogens that can harm the human health through the 

consumption of dirty or polluted water. 

Integration of surface acoustic wave separation with flow-based methods has been used to sort 

the particles and cells. However, the need for a sheath flow for a successful operation has become 

one of the main challenges. This is because the sheath flow for this method requires a complicated 

design. Furthermore, separation efficiency depends on the sheath liquid composition. Manipulation 

of the particles using bulk acoustic waves generated has been demonstrated in recent studies. 

However, this method is not suitable for many microfluidic devices with low acoustic reflection 

material including polydimethylsiloxine (PDMS) due to its high acoustic reflection coefficient. 

To overcome these limitations, surface acoustic wave technique using sheathless method was 

investigated. This technique offers several advantages compared to other methods as it provides an 

automated and fast response of separation process based on size and physical properties such as 

density and compressibility. It also preserves the integrity, functionality and viability using label 

free, and contactless sorting. SAW device does not require modification of the particles in which 

the particles are free from external forces and do not require labelling or surface modification that 

can harm and shorten the life time of particles. Since its only requires a small volume of sample to 

be used, this separation technology can be automated and does not require expert or personnel to 

handle such hi-tech equipment.  

Recently, concept of annular interdigitated transducer (AIDT) has been proposed to produce a 

strong confinement focused acoustic waves spot with of its wavelength [13]. In this work, we will 

for the first time experimentally demonstrate the generation of collimated acoustic waves using 

AIDT. We also investigate its capability when dealing with microparticles in fluidic environment. A 

separation method of multiple size of polystyrene particles was presented using SAW device with 

the objective to identify the related parameters and forces that contribute to the separation of 

suspended polystyrene particles in microfluidic medium. In this separation process, standing 
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surface acoustic wave (SSAW) induced by AIDT on piezoelectric substrate provides several 

distributions of pressure nodes and anti-pressure nodes in microfluidic. The suspended particles in 

medium experiencing acoustic radiation force are translated into pressure node and anti-pressure 

node. Thus, it is expected that larger particles will move toward the pressure node and the smaller 

particles will move toward the opposite direction.  

 

2. Operating Principle 

  

Conventional interdigitated transducer (IDT) structure employed in SAW has the arrangement 

of several electrodes connected in a coupling. Formation of IDT on the piezoelectric substrates can 

be realised through lithography techniques. When an alternating input signal is applied to the 

electrode, it forms an electric field, thus affecting the surface acoustic wave due to the impact of 

piezoelectric coupling. The surface acoustic will propagate away from interdigitated electrode 

waves acting as mechanical actuator to induce mechanical response in the environment. 

Modification on the electrode design from linear to annular causes the resulting surface acoustic 

energy to be converged at a point, which is at the centre of the device. This will result in a 

maximum displacement magnitude and cause the high flow of velocity to be induced.  

Types of propagating waves at the centre of AIDT depend on the width of electrodes. It has 

been observed that surface waves will converge for electrodes of 12.5 µm width [14] while for 

electrodes with width of 55 µm, they will produce a standing surface waves (SSAW) propagating at 

the centre of the device [15]. SSAW occurs due to the primary acoustic radiation forces overlap, 

which induces multiple pressure nodes and anti-pressure nodes. This affects micro-particles to 

move toward pressure nodes or pressure-resisting nodes depending on the size, density and 

compression of micro-particles [16]. The primary acoustic radiation force is given by 

 

��� =	− �	�	

����
�ʎ �∅��, �� sin�2���          (1) 

 

∅ =	 � !	� �� "	 �
−	 ���               (2) 

 

Where #$, V, �%, �� ʎ, k, x, ��, �% are the acoustic presure amplitude, volume of the particle, 

compressibility of the medium, compressibility of the particle, wavelength, wave number, distance 

particle from the pressure node, density of the particles and density of the medium [17]. Acoustic 

contrast factor is the determinant of particle movement in particle aggregation or separation 

process. The contras factor �∅� is derived from particles density and compressibility. The 

movements of the particles either toward the pressure nodes or anti pressure nodes are 

determined by the acoustic contras factor	�∅�. The particles with �∅� > 0 will attract to the 

pressure nodes and the particles with �∅� < 0 will move toward the opposite direction. The 

accumulation of particles at pressure nodes and anti-pressure nodes of standing wave (SSAW) by 

acoustic force is illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Fig. 1. Illustration of particles aggregation under the influence of acoustic 

radiation force 

 

Particles are also subjected to Strokes drag force from induced acoustic streaming flow. The 

Strokes drag force is given by 

 

�) = 6πµru               (3) 

 

Where µ is the liquid viscosity, r is the radius of the particles and u is the velocity between the 

particles and medium. Since there was no sheath used in this experiment to control the particles 

toward the separation area in the device, the Strokes drag force produced was smaller compared to 

the acoustic radiation force. Acoustic radiation force is proportional to the third power of the 

particles radius while the Strokes drag force is proportional to r. This makes the migration time to 

move the large particles toward the standing wave to be shorter compared to that of small particles 

[16]. 

 

3. Experimental Setup 

3.1 Fabrication Process of SAW Device 

 

In this study, metal lift-off technique was chosen to produce an optimum annular IDT. Such 

technique was used to produce patterns or structures by lifting or removing photoresist layer. This 

was because it is considered as non-hazardous procedure and is much easier to handle any the 

metal thickness below 500 nm. Annular electrodes of the surface acoustic wave (SAW) device have 

constant width and pitch based on the floating-electrode unidirectional transducers (FEUDTs) 

design. FEUDT usually has more than two electrodes per wavelength. Figure 1 illustrates the 

fabrication steps used to develop SAW device. Starting with cleaning procedure, piezoelectric 

substrate was coated with HDMS layer followed by layer of photoresist AZ 5214E. Substrate was 

exposed to the UV using Karl Suss Mask Aligner with parameters tabulated in Table 1. Meanwhile, 

20 nm thick of adhesion layer of chromium was deposited prior to metal deposition of aurum layer 

with 350 nm of thickness. Both thin films were deposited onto the substrate using DC sputtering 

method with power voltage and pressure of up to 200 W and 2 mTorr, respectively. Figure 2 shows 

the fabrication process flow for AIDT device. Substrate was immersed in acetone bath with low 

ultrasonic energy for lift process. Substrate was cut into 2 cm x 2 cm for ease of handling and was 
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bonded with SMA connector onto PCB for electrical measurement purpose. Figure 3 displays the 

SEM images of fabricated SAW device. 

 

Table 1 

Parameters for UV light exposure 

Parameters Value 

Exposure time 7 s 

Sample size 4“ 

Mask thickness 1 mm 

Sample thickness 350 µm 

Photoresist thickness 1 µm 

Align gap 50 µm 

Proximity gap 10 µm 

 
 

  
(a) Photoresist deposition AZ5214E (b) Lithography process 

  

  
(c) Chrome layer Sputtering Aluminium layer deposition 

 

 
(e) Metal lift-off 

Fig. 2. Fabrication process flow for AIDT device 

 

                
Fig. 3. (a) SEM images of fabricated SAW device (b) dimension of electrodes and gap in between them 
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3.2 Test Setup 

 

Before the experiment was conducted, factors contributed to the separation of different size of 

particles using acoustic wave (SAW) device were identified. Parameters namely force, size of 

particles, density, compressibility, frequency, mixture volume, pressure amplitude and acoustic 

contras factor were determined and calculated as in Table 2. Suspended particles in medium were 

subjected to four different forces; acoustic radiation force, Stokes drag force, gravity forces and 

buoyant force. Gravity force and buoyant force can be ignored since both forces have the same 

magnitude and different direction. 

 

Table 2 

Properties of polystyrene particles 

Properties of 

polystyrene particles 

Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 

Diameter (µm) 1 µm 4.8 µm 9.9 µm 

Mass (%) 1 1 1 

Density (g/cm�) 0.23873× 10.� 2.15868× 10/ 0.24604× 10/ 

Compressibility (Pa!.� 2.16× 10.2 2.16× 10.2 2.16× 10.2 

 

Separation experiment was conducted using fabricated SAW device on a microscope (Olympus 

STM6). In this experiment, three different size of polystyrene particles were used; 4.8 μm 1 μm and 

9.9 μm. A mixture of two different sizes of polystyrene particles suspended in deionized water with 

the properties as listed in Table 3 was used in each experiment with the concentration of 1:40. The 

mixture of each polystyrene particle injected on the device was 1 μL using a syringe pump. Device 

was operated by applying various levels of RF at the operating frequencies as shown in Figure 4. 

Meanwhile, Figure 5 shows the experimental setup of the separation process observed under high 

resolution microscope (Olympus STM6). Surface and bulk fluid vibrations were among the 

constituted mechanisms that concentrate or align particles at nodes or anti-pressure nodes along a 

standing wave. The accumulation of the particles either at nodes or pressure nodes were seen to 

depend on their size, density relative to the fluid and compressibility [2]. All the data from this 

experiment were recorded in a video form for analysis purposes. Snapshot images from videos 

were converted using MATLAB while the selected images of each experiment were analysed using 

imageJ software. 

 

Table 3 

Number of injected particles 

Experiments Number of injected particles (A) Number of injected particles (B) Frequency (MHz) 
1 4.99 x 10

8 
(size: 4.8 µm) 4.55 x 10

7 
(size: 9.9 µm) 18 

30.6 

2 4.55 x 10
10 

(size: 1 µm) 4.55 x 10
7 

(size: 9.9 µm) 18 

30.6 

3 4.55 x 10
10 

(size: 1 µm) 4.99 x 10
8 

(size: 4.8 µm) 18 

30.6 
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Fig. 4. Frequency response of SAW device 

 

 
Fig. 5. Setup for the separation of suspended 

particles in liquid medium 

 

4. Results and discussion 

 

The experiment that included all three separations of a mixture of suspended particles with two 

different sizes under the influence of acoustic wave propagation, were recorded. During the 

experiment, it was observed that the device operated optimally at two dominant resonant 

frequencies of 18 MHz and 30.6 MHz. There are two waves that can propagate in this device, which 

are SAW at basic mode frequency (18 MHz) and Lamb waves at higher frequency (30.6 MHz). Each 

separation experiment was tested using both frequencies as shown in Table 3. For the first 

experiment, the movement of particles towards the pressure nodes and anti-pressure nodes had 

increased proportionally to the applied RF power. At operating frequency of 30.6 MHz and RF 

applied power of 20 dBm, separation of two different size particles was successful. Polystyrene 

particles of 9.9 μm in size with positive ∅-factor moved toward the pressure nodes while particles 

of 4.8 μm in size with negative ∅-factors moved toward anti-pressure nodes within the standing 

wave. As the power decreases to 15 dBM, acoustic radiation force was weakened due to less 
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generation of leaky wave propagation. Thus, particles aligned themselves at the every pressure 

nodes and anti-pressure nodes without being separated. Figure 7 depicts the successful separation 

procedure of 4.8 µm and 9.9 µm particles at operating frequency of 30.6 MHz with RF power 

applied at 20 dBM. At basic mode frequency at 18 MHz, those particles were capable to be 

separated at 20 dBM, but the separation process was less efficient compared to that with higher 

frequency and power supplied.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. (a) Before and (b) after the separation process of 4.8 µm and 9.9 µm particles 

 

This separation experiment was recorded in 2 minutes. The recorded video was converted into 

image clusters using MATLAB software. On average, there were 600 image sections that have been 

converted from each experimental video. The data obtained from each polystyrene particle 

separation process were selected to select the best image clusters to ensure accurate particle 

separation analysis. Prior to the estimation of the total number of separated particles, the image 

was filtered using ImageJ software. Estimation on collected particles counts in the section of 

pressure nodes and anti-pressure nodes was successfully recorded using the same software. 

Experiment 2 and 3 were conducted in a same manner as in Experiment 1. Acoustic wave 

propagation generated from the device induced pressure fluctuation and caused the acoustic 

radiation forces to form in fluidic medium enabling separation particles of size 1 μm and 9.9 μm in 

experiment 2 as shown in Figure 8. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

 Fig. 8. (a) Before and (b) after the separation process of 1 µm and 9.9 µm particles 
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From the figure, it was clearly observed that particles with size of 1 μm were well separated 

from particles of size 9.9 μm. Particles of size 9.9 μm moved and hold at anti pressure nodes due to 

their positive ∅-factors, whereas particles of size 1 μm moved toward anti-pressure nodes. For the 

last experiment involving particles of size 1 μm and 4.8 μm, it was seen that both particles were 

positioned and aligned at anti-pressure nodes of the standing wave generated. This was due to 

their similar negative ∅-factors as shown in Figure 9. The sign of the ∅-factors calculated and the 

position of various particles used in this experiment are shown in Table 4. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. (a) Before and (b) after the separation process of 1 µm and 4.8 µm particles 

 

Table 4 

Particle parameters during separation experiment 

Size of particles [µm] ∅-factors Movement of the particles 

1 µm Negative Anti-node 

4.8 µm Negative Anti-node 

9.9 µm Positive Pressure node 

 

Each liquid sample was smeared on the device using rectangular glass slide to ensure that the 

liquid medium is in fully contact with the generated acoustic radiation force. Large volume of liquid 

resulting higher Strokes drag force in the medium and the acoustic radiation force was diminished. 

During the experiment, it was observed that there were small amounts of polystyrene particles that 

were not trapped at the nodes. This was due to the Strokes drag force, which were significant in the 

areas with a weak acoustic wave radiation, which were at both end of the SSAW. Separation 

efficiency of SAW device in separation two different sizes particles was analysed from these three 

experiments. The separation efficiency can be expressed as 

 

Efficiency, % = 
3
445657

389:5657
 ×100%        (4) 

 

Where ;collected is the average number of particles trapped in the separation area and ;injected is the 

average number of total polysterene particles injected at the beginning of experiment. Table 5 

shows the separation efficiency of the polystyrene particles of the three experiments conducted. 

Tabulated data in the table shows that Experiment 2 (1 µm and 9.9 µm) produced highest 

separation efficiency of 88.3% followed by Experiment 1 with 81.8%. On average, 79.1% of particles 

(1 and 4.8) were aggregated in each anti-pressure node generated within the device. Based on 

these findings, in can be concluded that this method is suitable for lower selectivity particles 

separation. Higher selectivity separation could be achieved at higher RF power.  
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Table 5 

Separation efficiency of polystyrene particles 

Experiment Separation efficiency (%) 

1 81.8 

2 88.3 

3 79.1 

 

5. Conclusions 

  

In summary, the separation process of two suspended particles that are different in size in 

liquid medium has been successfully implemented. Particles with different size have been sorted 

and located in the confined area of SAW device. It can be concluded that selectivity of particles 

separation is affected by the RF power applied. The efficacy of the separation process was based on 

the size of particles, RF input power applied, acoustic radiation forces and liquid volume. This on 

chip separation method by SAW device has provided an automated and fast response process. 
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